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We propose a charge control strategy to reduce the risk of an aircraft-triggered lightning strike that exploits the

asymmetry between the positive and negative ends of the bidirectional leader development, which is the first phase of

an aircraft-initiated lightning event. Because positive leaders are initiated and can propagate in lower fields than

negative leaders, in general, a positive leaderwould occur first. During propagation of the positive leader, initiation of

the negative leader is favored through the removal of positive charge from the aircraft. Based on this well-accepted

bidirectional leader theory, we propose hindering the initiation of the positive leader by charging the aircraft to a

negative level, selected to ensure that a negative leader will not form. Although not observed so far, a negative leader

could be initiated first if the field enhancement at the negative end were much greater than at the positive end. In this

situation, the biasing of the aircraft should be to positive levels. More generally, we propose that the optimum level of

aircraft charging is that whichmakes both leaders equally unlikely.Wepresent a theoretical study of the effectiveness

of the strategy for an ellipsoidal fuselage as well as the geometry of a Falcon aircraft. The practical implementation,

including the necessary sensors and actuators, is also discussed.

Nomenclature

a = major semi-axis of ellipsoid, m
b = minor semi-axis of ellipsoid, m
C = aircraft self-capacitance, F
c = focal distance of ellipsoid, m
d = diameter or distance, m
E = electric field amplitude, V∕m
E�
cr = breakdown threshold in positive polarity, constant

field within positive streamer corona, V∕m
E−
cr = breakdown threshold in negative polarity, constant

field within negative streamer corona, V∕m
Emax = maximum surface field, V∕m
Emin = minimum surface field, V∕m
Ex;∞ = ambient electric field component in x direction,V∕m
Ez;∞ = ambient electric field component in z direction,V∕m
E∞ = ambient electric field amplitude, V∕m
�E∞�max = maximum ambient electric field amplitude that can

be avoided using charge control, V∕m
E = electric field vector, V∕m
En = electric field on body (normal component), V∕m
E�⋅� = electric field vector due to �⋅�, V∕m
E∞ = ambient electric field vector, V∕m
e = nondimensional electric field vector
e�⋅� = nondimensional electric field vector due to �⋅�
f = fraction of energy that goes to gas heating
h = thermal enthalpy, J
hη, hξ = shape factors
I = current, A

k = Boltzmann constant; 1.38 × 10−23 J∕K
l = length, m

M = nondimensional geometry dependent matrix
N = negative/positive breakdown threshold ratio
n = number density of gas, m−3

n0 = initial number density of gas, m−3

Q = charge, C
Qac = aircraft net charge, C
Qopt = optimum net charge in terms of lightning

avoidance, C
Q�

cr = critical corona charge for positive leader
formation, C

Q−
cr = critical corona charge for negative leader

formation, C
�Q = dimensionless aircraft net charge
q = ion charge, C
R = cylindrical radius, m
Rf = aircraft fuselage radius, m
r = plasma channel radius, m
r0 = initial plasma channel radius, m
S = surface, m2

T = temperature, K
T0 = reference or initial gas temperature and time at first

leader inception, K and s, respectively
Tcr = critical gas temperature for leader formation, K
t = time, s
U∞ = wind speed, m∕s
U∞ = wind velocity vector, m∕s
�U = wind parameter
v = velocity field vector, m∕s
x = coordinate orthogonal to axis of revolution of

ellipsoid, m
x, y, z = aircraft axes, m
z = coordinate along axis of revolution of ellipsoid, m
α = geometry-dependent coefficient to evaluate maxi-

mum and minimum surface fields, m−1F−1

β = geometry-dependent coefficient to evaluate maxi-
mum and minimum surface fields

ε0 = permittivity of free space; 8.85 × 10−12 A2 ⋅ s4 ⋅
kg−1 ⋅m−3

ϵ = small parameter
θ, φ = orientation of ambient field with respect to aircraft

axis, rad
λ = aspect ratio of ellipsoid
μi = ion mobility, m2s−1V−1

ξ, η, φ = nondimensional prolate spheroidal coordinates
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ξ0 = shape factor of ellipsoid
Σc = corona surface, m2

σ = surface charge, C∕m2

ϕ = electrostatic potential, V
ϕ0 = electrostatic potential of body, V
ϕ�⋅� = electric potential due to �⋅�, V
ϕ̂ = nondimensional electrostatic potential

I. Introduction

O N AVERAGE, a commercial aircraft is struck by lightning
about once per year [1], out of which around 90% of these

strikes are thought to be initiated by the aircraft itself [2–4].Much of
our knowledge of aircraft-triggered lightning is based on the data
gathered by four major instrumented aircraft campaigns [5,6]: the
Rough Rider project, involving an F-100F (Air Force Cambridge
Research Laboratories, 1964–1966) [7,8]; the NASA storm hazards
program, involving an F-106B (NASA, 1980–1986) [9–21]; the
U.S. Air Force (USAF)/Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
lightning characterization program, involving a CV-580 (USAF/
FAA, 1984–1985, 1987) [2,22–25]; and the French Transall
program, involving a C-160 research aircraft (Office National
d'Etudes et de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA), and Centre
d'Essais en vol (CEV), 1984, 1988) [2,3,25]. These research aircraft
were intentionally flown into thunderstorm regions to gather data on
the aircraft–lightning interaction process (e.g., the NASA F-106B
alone was struck by lightning 714 times [5]). Data gathered include
electric field waveforms on the aircraft surface, current and current
derivative measurements, electric and magnetic field derivatives on
the aircraft surface, and high-speed video. Analysis of the data from
the 1980s campaigns has elucidated the mechanisms of aircraft-
triggered lightning, and the sequence of events preceding the strike
is now well accepted [2,3,24].
This sequence of events is described in [2,3,5,24] and is

summarized here for completeness. The first phase of the aircraft-
initiated discharge begins when a conductive aircraft flies into a
sufficiently high ambient field or is exposed to a rapid rise in the
ambient field (e.g., due to nearby lightning [26]). Threshold ambient
fields that triggered lightning for the CV-580 and C-160 research
aircraft were around 50 kVm−1 [5]. In the presence of an ambient
field, the aircraft becomes polarized, and the local electric field on the
aircraft surface and its vicinity, at both the positive and negative ends,
is amplified. This local electric field intensification can lead to the
initiation of a bidirectional leader [24,27].
In all cases measured to date [5,6], a positive leader is initiated first

since positive leaders are initiated and can propagate in lower electric
fields than negative leaders. As the positive leader propagates in the
direction of the electric field, it biases the potential of the aircraft to
more negative values, and a fewmilliseconds later, when the negative
fields on the aircraft are sufficiently magnified, a negative leader
follows from an opposite extremity. The negative leader now travels
in the direction opposite to the electric field. The typical sequential
formation of positive and negative leaders is illustrated in Fig. 1.
This first phase of the bidirectional discharge, of which the aircraft

is the center, is characterized by current pulses of amplitude ∼1 kA
(associated to stepped propagation of the negative leader), followed
by a steady current component and a series of intracloud process

pulses. This is the most common aircraft-triggered lightning event;
when the aircraft is within a cloud, the positive leader propagates
toward a negative cloud region, and the negative leader propagates
towards a positive cloud region [28]. Although less common, aircraft
can also initiate cloud-to-ground or cloud-to-cloud lightning when
the aircraft is below or beside the cloud [1,25,29].
Even though this series of events is well accepted and understood,

a quantitative physicalmodel of the bidirectional leader initiation and
propagation process [30,31] is still at an early stage of research
[25,32,33]. Numerical models of aircraft-triggered lightning are due
to [34–37] and can provide a quantitative assessment of the ambient
electric fields that trigger lightning as well as the most likely leader
initiation points. However, at this point, they lack predictive
capability due to the complexity of the events at hand and the
simplificationsmade in themodels (in particular, the leader inception
criteria are rough and not well established).
Currently, aircraft do not incorporate any means to reduce the risk

of initiating the sequence of events described previously, and
lightning avoidance primarily relies on rerouting aircraft trajectories
to avoid dangerous thunderstorm regions [38]. In this work, we
propose an active control system to reduce the risk of an aircraft-
initiated lightning strike, which is based on the known asymmetry
between the positive and the negative leaders. Section II deals with an
analytical model of an ellipsoidal fuselage to introduce the strategy
and provide a first estimate of its effectiveness. The theoretical study
is then extended in Sec. III to a numerical evaluation of the concept on
the Falcon aircraft geometry. Section IV discusses the practical
implementation of the system, including the necessary sensors and
actuators and their locations on the aircraft.

II. Analytical Model to Evaluate Net Charge Effect
on First Leader Inception

An isolated conductive body in a region of high electric field
becomes polarized, with one end becoming positively charged and
the other end becoming negatively charged. This effect significantly
enhances the electric field on the body’s surface ranging from a factor
of 2 (for a cylinder) or 3 (for a sphere) to approximately l∕d for an
elongated object of length l and diameter d. As the electric fields on
the body and its vicinity intensify, localized streamer corona
discharges can develop, and, if further stressed, the streamers may
coalesce into self-propagating leader channels. In most cases, a
positive leader would precede (Fig. 1) because the crucial breakdown
field in air is known to be around twice as large for the negative leader
as compared to the positive leader. If this were the case, it would be
advantageous to artificially bias the body to a negative potential value
(i.e., charge it negatively) to suppress the formation of the positive
leader.
In this section, we present an analytical model to illustrate a charge

control strategy that acts to delay the inception of the positive leader
without triggering the negative leader in the process.We propose that
the optimumnet charge, in terms of lightning avoidance, corresponds
to the level that keeps equal safety margins for the positive and
negative discharges. Themodel also gives bounds to the applicability
of the strategy and a measure of its effectiveness.

Fig. 1 Typical sequential formation of positive and negative leaders before the lightning strike: (left) positive leader initiation at T0; (right) negative
leader initiation at T0 � ∼1 ms.
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A. Ellipsoidal Fuselage with Net Charge in External Field

The prestrike electrostatics of a conductive aircraft fuselage can be
treated analytically using prolate spheroidal coordinates (ξ, η,φ). The
aircraft fuselage is modeled as an ellipsoid, and its geometry is
described by the shape factor ξ0, or alternatively the aspect ratio λ,

λ � a

b
� ξ0�������������

ξ20 − 1
p ; ξ0 �

λ�������������
λ2 − 1

p (1)

where a and b are the semi-axes of the ellipsoid and c is its focal
distance.
The ellipsoid can acquire a net chargeQ [39] and is exposed to an

ambient electric field E∞ of arbitrary orientation. Exploiting the
symmetry of the geometry, the external electric field is represented
by a parallel component Ez;∞, which is aligned with the axis of
revolution of the ellipsoid (along z); and a transverse component,
which is orthogonal to the axis of revolution of the ellipsoid, and its
direction is taken along x, Ex;∞.
Appendix A presents the electric potential and corresponding

electric fields for the separate effects of a net charge Q (and no
external field) and the separate components of the external electric
field E∞ (for an uncharged body). For the general case of a charged
ellipsoid in an external field of arbitrary orientation, the electrostatic
potential ϕ and the field components E can be obtained by
superposition:

ϕ � �ϕ�Q � �ϕ�Ez;∞
� �ϕ�Ex;∞

(2)

E � �E�Q � �E�Ez;∞
� �E�Ex;∞

(3)

The analytical formulas for the potential and field components in
Eqs. (2) and (3) are listed in Table A1 in Appendix A.
In particular, Eq. (3) can be evaluated on the fuselage’s surface to

determine the normal fields on the body (since the ellipsoid is
conductive, the tangential components are zero).

B. Criteria for Leader Inception Based on Surface Fields

A criterion for leader inception based on surface fields reaching
the corresponding breakdown thresholds is used in this section.
Positive and negative breakdowns will occur for Emax � E�

cr and
�−Emin� � E−

cr, respectively, where in general E−
cr � NE�

cr (N ≈ 2)
due to the asymmetry in positive and negative leader inceptions. This
simple criterion is selected to illustrate the application of the strategy
without complicating the mathematical analysis. This criterion will
be revisited in Sec. III, for a more realistic representation.
As we have seen [Eq. (3)], the electric fields on the surface of the

body are given by a linear relationship of the form

En

E∞
� M

(
E∞
E∞

�Q

)
(4)

whereM is a geometry-dependentmatrix and �Q � Q∕4πε0c2E∞ is a
dimensionless net charge. For a generic orientation of the external
field, the location of the maximum and minimum surface fields as
well as their values will need to be evaluated numerically.

C. Charge Control

We propose that the asymmetry between the positive and negative
leader inception can be used to delay the onset of an aircraft-triggered
lightning strike by controlling the net charge of the aircraft so that
equal safetymargins for the positive and negative discharges are kept.
For the case of a symmetric conductive body that is charged (net

levelQ) in the presence of a parallel field,E∞ � Ez;∞, the maximum
and minimum surface fields will be given by

Emax � βE∞ � αQ;

−Emin � βE∞ − αQ (5)

where the coefficients α and β depend exclusively on the geometry of
the body ξ0, as shown in Appendix A. In this case, the location of
these fields occurs at η � �1, and the parameters α and β take the
values (Table A2)

α � 1

4πε0c
2

1

ξ20 − 1
(6)

β � 1

ξ20 − 1

1

ξ0 ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p

− 1
(7)

Note that, in general, the situation without symmetry is more
complex. In that case, the locations of the maximum and minimum
fields will depend on the net charge level and the orientation of the
external field, and so will α and β.
The charge control law will be such that we keep equal safety

margins for the positive and negative discharges. Using the leader
inception threshold defined in Sec. II.B,

E�
cr − Emax � E−

cr − �−Emin� (8)

For the case of fixed points of maximum and minimum fields, and
geometry-dependent coefficients, this law can be easily obtained.
Using the expressions for the maximum and minimum surface fields
of Eq. (5), the optimum net charge in terms of lightning avoidance is

Qopt � −
1

2α
�E−

cr − E�
cr� ≈ −

E�
cr

2α
(9)

where, in the last equality, it has been assumed that E−
cr � 2E�

cr .
Information about the geometry appears in the coefficient α, and
information about the air properties, namely, density (i.e., flight
altitude), appears in the breakdown field E�

cr .
The proposed strategy can be applied until a bidirectional leader is

incepted. This occurs when the breakdown thresholds are reached
[null safety margins in Eq. (8)], which happens if the ambient field
exceeds �E∞�max � 3E�

cr∕�2β�. This value is the highest external
field that can be avoided using charge control.
For comparison, taking as a baseline an uncharged aircraft,Q � 0,

the maximum and minimum fields on its surface become

Emax � −Emin � βE∞ (10)

and a positive leader will be incepted when the ambient field exceeds
�E∞�max � E�

cr∕β. Therefore, by using the charge control strategy,
the aircraft can fly safely through an external field 50% higher, as
compared to a baseline uncharged case.
Note that an uncharged case is arbitrarily chosen as a baseline, to

have some reference value for comparison. In reality, aircraft acquire
net charge in flight from a number of sources including corona
discharges, charged species in the engine exhaust, and charge transfer
by collision with precipitation and particles in the atmosphere
[40,41]. The charge acquired by aircraft can be ∼1 mC [5], which is
of the order of magnitude of the optimum charge levels predicted by
our model, as we will see in Sec. III.C.4. Currently, modern aircraft
have static dischargers that act to limit the charge buildup on the
vehicle and control the location of corona discharges to isolate them
and minimize their electromagnetic interference.

III. Concept Applied to Realistic Aircraft Geometry

The charge control strategy presented in Sec. II is extended here to
a realistic aircraft geometry. The problem needs to be treated
numerically, and we use the hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin
method [42–44] to solve the prestrike electrostatics of a Falcon
aircraft. Different criteria for leader inception are used, since a
criterion based on the maximum surface fields (Sec. II.B) is sensitive
to the mesh resolution. We estimate the effectiveness of the strategy
by comparing the charge controlled to a baseline uncharged aircraft,
for any possible orientation of the ambient field.

1990 GUERRA-GARCIA ETAL.
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A. Prestrike Electrostatics of Falcon Aircraft

The prestrike electrostatics for any given aircraft geometry, in this
case that of a Falcon aircraft, can be solved for any amplitude and
orientation of the external field and net charge of the aircraft by the
principle of superposition. Thus, only four problems need to be
evaluated numerically to reconstruct the full space of solutions.
Namely, a nondimensional Laplace equation for the electrostatic
potential is solved using the following boundary conditions:

∇̂2ϕ̂ � 0; e � −∇̂ ϕ̂ (11)

Net body charge: ϕ̂ � 1 on aircraft; ϕ̂ � 0 far field;
Field along x: ϕ̂ � 0 on aircraft; e � �1; 0; 0� far field;
Field along y: ϕ̂ � 0 on aircraft; e � �0; 1; 0� far field;
Field along z: ϕ̂ � 0 on aircraft; e � �0; 0; 1� far field

(12)

Let eq, ex, ey, and ez be the electric fields computed by numerically
solving the Laplace equation [Eq. (11)] with the previously
mentioned boundary conditions [Eq. (12)], respectively. The total
fieldE is obtained by superposition (for any point in the volume and
on the aircraft’s surface),

E � Qac

RfC
eq � E∞�sin θ cosφex � sin θ sinφey � cos θez� (13)

where the orientation of the ambient field with respect to aircraft axis
(θ,φ) is pictured inFig. 2,Qac is the net charge of the aircraft,Rf is the
fuselage radius used as the reference length, and C is the self-
capacitance of the aircraft that only depends on its geometry and can
be evaluated numerically. From these solutions, the polarization of
the aircraft as well as the electric field amplification on the aircraft’s
surface and its vicinity can be obtained for any external field and net
charge, Fig. 3.

B. Leader Inception Threshold Based on Critical Charge

The criterion based on comparing the maximum surface fields to
threshold values (Sec. II.B) gave mesh-dependent results, as
expected, and sowas discarded for this part. In this section,we use the
approach developed by ONERA and the University of Padova
[35–37], which is based on the critical charge concept of [45].
The events preceding leader formation have been studied both

experimentally in the laboratory [46,47] and theoretically [45,48]. It
is well accepted that, before positive leader formation, an impulse
streamer corona forms, and, at its root, a short bright stem is observed.
Gallimberti [45] proposed that a leader forms as the result of a
thermal-ionization instability once the stem surpasses a critical
temperature of around 1500 K.
Incorporating such a condition to predict leader inception into our

prestrike aircraft electrostatic model (Sec. III.A) would require
simulating very detailed gas-discharge physics. Fortunately, [45,49]
transformed this thermodynamic criterion into an electrostatic

condition (a critical charge). Many others have used criteria based on
the critical charge concept to predict leader inception [50–54].
For an estimate of this critical charge, Gallimberti’smodel [45] can

be evaluated analytically. Assuming a cylindrical plasma channel
representing the stem with a constant number of molecules per unit
length (πr2n � πr20n0), the energy balance becomes

d�πr2nh�
dt

� fEI (14)

where h is the thermal enthalpy (7∕2kT, for a diatomic gas), f is the
fraction of energy that goes to gas heating, andEI is the Joule power.
Assuming the electric fieldwithin the corona is constantEcr (which is
the usual assumption for a streamer corona) andwriting the current in
terms of the rate of change of the charge, I � dQ∕dt, the critical
charge required to heat the gas to a critical temperature Tcr from a
reference condition T0 becomes

Qcr �
7πkn0r

2
0�Tcr − T0�
2fEcr

(15)

Using the values quoted by Galliberti [45]: r0 � 0.1 mm,
E�
cr � 450 kV∕m,Tcr � 1500 K, andf � 0.1, ambient temperature

and atmospheric pressure:Q�
cr ≈ 1 μC, which is the value that is used

by many researchers [50,53].
This model is reasonable for a positive leader in which the

sequence of events that precedes leader inception is first the streamer
corona, then the heating of the stem, then the leader. For the negative
leader, the situation is more complex. However, experimental results
[47,55] show that an equivalent critical charge for the negative leader
is approximately four times higher than for the positive leader. Here,
we will use Q−

cr∕Q�
cr � 4.

The basic leader-initiation thresholds used by the model are the
critical fields and charges of the corona, E�

cr , Q
�
cr , which have been

determined from laboratory measurements. When considering
aircraft-triggered lightning, there are certain differences that are not
accounted for at present. First, analysis at different altitudes would
need to consider the scaling with density of these parameters. Using
the classical scaling laws, E�

cr ∝ n0 and Q
�
cr ∝ n−20 [55], as obtained

from Eq. (15) using r0 ∝ n−10 . Second, natural lightning occurs in
much longer length scales than laboratory sparks. Third, laboratory
setups are associated with static electrodes, whereas a fast-moving
aircraft can escape regions of space charge, created by local corona
phenomena, modifying the conditions for leader formation (e.g., it
has been observed that initiation of upward leaders from rotating
blades ofwindmills occursmore readily than from static towers [56]).
In addition, the effect of the rate of rise of the electric field for
nonstatic conditions is also expected to have an impact in the leader
initiation criteria. Since all of these effects will likely affect the
positive and negative polarities in similar ways, and we are mainly
interested in the asymmetry between both, they are not expected to
have a major impact in the conclusions drawn. However, they will
most likely impact the absolute values of the breakdown ambient
fields computed. For the results presented in this Paper, sea-level
conditions are assumed, and the effects of wind are neglected in the
criteria for leader formation.
Several approximations to estimate the charge produced by the

corona using the Laplacian solution of the field (which necessarily
ignores any presence of charge) have been proposed based on
geometrical constructions for a constant electric field corona [49,52–
54,57–60]. We tested several methods, including a volumetric
integration of the charge [53], and used an approximation based on
surface integrals [36] for the results presented in Sec. III.C.3. The
selection of the approach was driven by computational speed [36] and
is outlined here:
1) Find connected regions on the aircraft’s surface for which

En > Ecr; this is the corona zone Σc.
2) Integrate the surface fields in Σc to estimate the local corona

charge: Q � ∫ ∫ Σc
ε0En dS.

3) The leader inception criterion is set as Q ≥ Qcr.
Fig. 2 Falcon aircraft in external electric field. Select points for
evaluation of leader inception criteria.

GUERRA-GARCIA ETAL. 1991
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Since the leader inception criterion is now based on a surface
integral (instead of a point measurement), there is very little
dependence on the mesh size.
To avoid integrating over very large surface areas that are not

realistic, we have limited the size of the integration regions by a
maximum distance to the center point of Σc, d. Practical
independence of the results with d is achieved for

d∕Rf > max

� ��������������
Q�

cr

ε0E
�
crπ

s
;

��������������
Q−

cr

ε0E
−
crπ

s �
⋅ R−1

f (16)

which, using the parameters defined in Sec. III.C.3, translates to
d∕Rf > 0.35 (the negative discharge is more critical). A value of
d∕Rf � 0.75 was chosen for the results presented in this Paper.
Note that the critical corona charge criterion assumes a preexisting

corona. In reality, corona inception also needs to be tested.Criteria for
corona inception require that the number of electrons produced in an
avalanche initiated by a single electron exceeds a certain threshold
[61] and typically require local fields above 30 kV∕cm at
atmospheric pressure. As in [36], it is assumed here that local
geometric features at a scale not resolved provide a sufficient
amplification within Σc to initiate a corona.

C. Effectiveness of Charge Control Strategy

Of interest to us is evaluating the effectiveness of the charge control
strategy, measured as the increase in the ambient field that triggers a
lightning strike, when comparing an optimally biased aircraft to an
uncharged baseline case.

1. First Leader Inception: Calculation of External Field Amplitude and

First Attachment Point

In what follows, we define the algorithm used to estimate the
external field amplitude that triggers the lightning strike, as well as
the first attachment point, based on the methods of [35–37]. Contrary
to [35–37], which assume the first leader is always positive, we test
both positive and negative leader formations. For a fixed orientation
of the ambient field (θ, φ) and net charge of the aircraft Qac, we
perform the following steps:
1) Initialize the amplitude of the external field to a low value E0

∞.
2) Solve the electrostatic problem for this amplitude by

superposition, Eq. (13).
3) For the most likely possible attachment points (1–11) on the

aircraft surface, Fig. 2, test the leader inception criterion based on
critical charge defined in Sec. III.B. Note that the values for Qcr and
Ecr differ in the positive and negative surfaces of the aircraft. At the
positive surfaces, inception of a positive leader needs to be tested.

At the negative surfaces, inception of a negative leader needs to be
tested.
4) If a leader is incepted (of either polarity), the point where it

occurs is the first attachment point, and the amplitude of the external
field considered is the one that triggers the strike.
5) If no leaders are incepted, increase the amplitude of the fieldE∞

(by 0.1%), and return to step 2.

2. Optimally Biased Aircraft: Breakdown Condition

Since the charge control strategy drives the aircraft potential
toward the value that ensures equal likelihood of positive and
negative leader formation, at the point of breakdown, both leaders are
incepted simultaneously. This condition is used to compute the limit
of the charge control strategy by modifying the algorithm in
Sec. III.C.1 to determine the optimum charge, for a fixed orientation
of the ambient field (θ, φ):
1) Initialize the amplitude of the external field to a low value E0

∞
and the net charge of the aircraft Q0

ac.
2) Solve the electrostatic problem for this amplitude and net charge

by superposition, Eq. (13).
3) Estimate the corona charge Qi (i � 1–11) at the most likely

attachment points on the aircraft surface, Fig. 2. Find the point most
likely to incept a positive leadermax�Qi� and the point most likely to
incept a negative leader min�Qi�.
4) Increase the amplitude of the field E1

∞ until a leader (of either
polarity) is incepted based on the algorithm defined in Sec. III.C.1.
5) Determine whether simultaneous inception of the positive and

negative leaders is likely. If jmax�Qi�∕Q�
cr �min�Qi�∕Q−

crj ≤ ϵ,
with ϵ ≪ 1, then both leaders are equally likely, and the optimum
condition has been found. Otherwise, increase the charge of the
aircraft to

Q1
ac � Q0

ac − sign�max�Qi�∕Q�
cr �min�Qi�∕Q−

cr�δQ (17)

with δQ taken as 1 μC.
6) Return to step 2 using Q0

ac � Q1
ac and E0

∞ � E1
∞.

3. Numerical Results

The effectiveness of the strategy has been estimated assuming
the following parameters for leader inception: E�

cr � 450 kV∕m,
E−
cr � 750 kV∕m [49],Q�

cr � 1 μC, andQ−
cr � 4 μC [47,55]. These

values are reported in the literature for laboratory conditions
(atmospheric pressure). The analysis is therefore representative of
sea-level conditions.
The Falcon geometry used is shown in Fig. 2, in which the

reference length is the radius of the fuselage Rf � 1.25 m and the
self-capacitance is C � 839.5 pF. To evaluate all possible

Fig. 3 Uncharged aircraft polarization and surface fields as a function of field orientation.
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orientations of the external field, the relative orientation of the field
with respect to aircraft axis has been varied in the range θ � �0; π�,
φ � �0; 2π�, since E�−θ;φ� � E�θ;φ� π�. Note that in reality φ
would only need to be evaluated in the range φ � �0; π� since the
aircraft is symmetric with respect to y � 0 (left/right symmetry).
Figure 4a shows the first attachment point for the baseline case,

Qac � 0. The color code is shown in Fig. 2, but the legend is labeled
with the attachment points for easy reference. The left/right
symmetry can be appreciated with respect to φ � π. Note that some
lack of symmetry is observed since the conditions for attachment at
the leading and trailing edges of the different elements (e.g., wing
tips) are very similar; the slight difference left/right is due to
numerical effects (Figs. 4 and 5). The black envelope corresponds to
simultaneous triggering of the positive and negative leaders; below
the envelope, the positive leader is incepted first, and above the
envelope, the negative leader precedes. As expected, in the majority
of cases, the positive leader is initiated first. However, when the
electric field is downward (θ ≈ π), triggering of the negative leader
from the vertical stabilizer is more likely.
For the optimally biased aircraft, at breakdown, both leaders are

incepted simultaneously. Figure 4b shows the positive attachment
point, and Fig. 4c shows the negative attachment point. The
optimum charge at breakdown, for the parameters considered, is
pictured in Fig. 5a. In this case, the black envelope corresponds to
the optimum net charge of the aircraft being zero, and it is the same
as the black envelopes in Fig. 4 (simultaneous positive and negative
attachments). Below the envelope, the optimum net charge needs to
be negative (since for an uncharged aircraft the positive leader is
incepted first); above the envelope, the optimum net charge needs to
be positive (since for an uncharged aircraft the negative leader is
incepted first). For most orientations, a negative net charge is
preferred. A zero net charge is only desirable for select orientations
of the electric field (in the vicinity of a vertical field pointing
downward θ ≈ π). There is also a region in the vicinity of
(φ∕π ≈ 3∕4, θ∕π ≈ 0.2), and by symmetry (φ∕π ≈ 5∕4, θ∕π ≈ 0.2),
where the optimum net charge is very small (red-orange wings in
Fig. 5a). In this vicinity, there is risk of negative attachment if the
aircraft acquires some negative charge. For this orientation, the field
is pointing into the right side of the aircraft, and the negative leader
would be incepted from the trailing edge of the right wing tip
(trailing edge of the left wing tip for φ∕π ≈ 5∕4), Fig. 4c.

Comparing the breakdown fields predicted for the optimally
charged aircraft E

Qopt
∞ and for the uncharged baseline EQ�0

∞ , the
effectiveness of the strategy is measured as

�
E
Qopt
∞ − EQ�0

∞

�
∕EQ�0

∞ (18)
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a) Baseline case, Qac = 0: first attachment
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b) Optimal aircraft charging: positive attachment
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c) Optimal aircraft charging: negative attachment

Fig. 4 Attachment points for baseline and optimal charging. Color code coincides with that of Fig. 2: TE refers to trailing edge; LE is the leading edge; (l,
r) refers to the left and right sides of the aircraft, respectively (aircraft reference frame); horiz stab is the horizontal stabilizer; vert stab is the vertical
stabilizer; and wing location is at the tip. Each point corresponds to a different orientation of the ambient field, as defined in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5 Aircraft optimum charge and effectiveness of the charge control
strategy. Each point corresponds to a different orientation of the ambient

field, as defined in Fig. 2. The black envelope corresponds to a) the
optimum net charge being zero and b) no gain (since the baseline case for
comparison is the uncharged aircraft).
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and is shown in Fig. 5b. As for the ellipsoidal geometry, there is a
clear advantage when flying at the optimally charged condition as
compared to flying uncharged. The gain depends on the relative
orientation of the external field; there is no gain when the optimal
charge is zero (field pointing close to downward), and the maximum
gain occurs when the field points upward (θ ≈ 0). A field pointing
upward is representative of a cloud-to-ground strike, since the cloud
base is often negativewith respect to the ground, and the gain here is a
factor of ∼2.5 (as a result of the very exposed empennage).
Note that Fig. 5b (effectiveness) is a mirror image of Fig. 5a

(optimum charge). Maximum effectiveness is obtained for
orientations that require highest optimal charge (in magnitude),
since this corresponds to the largest deviation from the baseline
case Qac � 0.

4. Discussion of Numerical Results

The model uses several parameters that are not precisely known or
are approximate values. The corona stability fields E�

cr ≈ 450 kV∕m
and E−

cr ≈ 750 kV∕m are fixed in this analysis, since these values are
quoted repeatedly in the literature (atmospheric conditions).
However, the values of the critical corona charge Q�

cr and the ratio
ofQ�

cr∕Q−
cr are not accurately known. As will be shown, the choice of

these parameters guides the amplitude of the external inception fields
(depends on Q�

cr) and the asymmetry encountered between the
positive and the negative leaders (defined by Q−

cr∕Q�
cr).

The effect of the choice of the critical corona charge (positive
polarity)Q�

cr is explored inwhat follows.All other parameters remain
unchanged, and the critical corona charge of negative polarity is
adjusted tomaintain the ratioQ−

cr∕Q�
cr � 4 and thus the asymmetry of

leader inception.
The first observation is that the location of the first attachment

point (both for the zero net charge and optimum charge conditions) is
only slightly affected by the choice of Q�

cr . Illustrative of this
observation is that the probability of first attachment to the different
regions of the aircraft is practically unchanged whenQ�

cr varies in the
range 1–15 μC, Table 1. Here, the probability is estimated assuming
all orientations of the external field are equiprobable and the 1–11
points are grouped into general zones: nose (11), wing tips (5, 6, 9,
10), vertical stabilizer tips (3, 4), and horizontal stabilizer tips (1, 2,
7, 8).
Figure 6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the breakdown

ambient fields, optimum charge, and gain, assuming equiprobability
of the ambient field orientations, as a function of the critical corona
charge Q�

cr .
The critical corona charge drives the amplitude of the ambient field

that triggers breakdown. As the critical corona charge is increased,
the critical ambient fields for leader inception (both for positive and
negative polarity) increase as shown in Fig. 6a. These dependencies
are close to linearwith the critical corona charge. Since this parameter
has a similar effect on strike onset with andwithout active control, the
effectiveness of the strategy presents a much weaker dependency
with Q�

cr . The ratio between the breakdown ambient field using
charge control to the breakdown field of an uncharged aircraft
presents a much smaller dependency withQ�

cr than either separately,
as shown in Fig. 6b. Thus, despite the uncertainty in the model
parameters, the results in Fig. 6b give us confidence in the claimed
effectiveness of the strategy: for the range considered, the aircraft can

fly safely through ambient fields that are ∼50% higher when using
charge control.
Despite the interest of using charge control, implementation of the

strategy would require a precise knowledge of the optimum net
charge of the aircraft, which currently cannot be determined due to
the uncertainty in the model’s parameters. In particular, the optimum
net charge of the aircraft is proportional to Q�

cr as shown in Fig. 6c.
The other parameter that deserves our attention is the ratio

Q−
cr∕Q�

cr . In what follows, all other parameters remain unchanged,
and the critical corona charge of positive polarity is kept at 1 μC.
The ratio Q−

cr∕Q�
cr (along with E−

br∕E
�
br) controls the degree of

asymmetry between the positive and the negative leaders. Therefore,
the choice of these parameters has a large impact on the evaluation of
the charge control usefulness. The ratio of Q−

cr∕Q�
cr � 4 was taken

from experimental data of [47,55] as a first estimate, but there is
uncertainty associated with this choice. In what follows, we estimate
the impact of this ratio on the results by varying this parameter in the
range Q−

cr∕Q�
cr � �0.6; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5�.

For the baseline case (Qac � 0), above a certain degree of
asymmetry Q−

cr∕Q�
cr ∼ 2, the polarity of the first leader and its

attachment point remain pretty much unchanged. The reason is that,
as shown in Fig. 4a, the positive leader precedes in most instances,
and since the value of Q�

cr has been fixed to 1 μC, the numerical
solution for Qac � 0 in the region where the positive leader is
incepted first is unchanged by the choice ofQ−

cr∕Q�
cr . The solution for

the optimum charge is of course affected by the choice of Q−
cr∕Q�

cr ,
and the higher this parameter, the higher the predicted effectiveness,
Fig. 7. For lower values ofQ−

cr∕Q�
cr , the region in which the negative

leader precedes is significantly larger, as a result of the reduced
asymmetry between polarities.
Some other details of the influence of aircraft net charge on the

probability of lightning initiation from aircraft were presented in
[62]. Note that convergence and independency of the results with the
numerical mesh was demonstrated for all the results presented in
this Paper.

IV. Practical Implementation

Even though a practical implementation of the strategy would
require a significant improvement on the state of the art in the
prediction of leader inception, in this section, we discuss the different
elements involved in the system [63] as well as some practical
limitations detected. A schematic of the envisioned implementation
is shown in Fig. 8.

A. Monitoring the Electrical Environment

The proposed strategy relies on knowledge of the external field
(amplitude and orientation) as well as the net charge of the aircraft.
These can be retrieved from local electric field measurements with
onboard electric field sensors placed on select aircraft surfaces; see
Fig. 8. In the figure, the sensors are marked by rectangles, and the
arrows indicate the electric field sensors’ orientations. Typical
electric field sensors used on aircraft are rotating shutter field meters,
called electric field mills, or mills [64]. At least four electric field
sensors are required to be able to determine the three spatial
components of the external vector electric field plus the net aircraft
charge from the electric fieldsmeasured by the sensors, but at least six
sensors are preferred for better accuracy [65]. The location of the
electric field sensors needs to be selected to unambiguously
determine the external field and net aircraft charge [66]; an example
placement of the electric field sensors, recommended by [65], is
shown in Fig. 8. The information from the measurements can then be
used to retrieve the external electric field and aircraft net charge from
a previously calibrated matrix (which depends on the aircraft
geometry and the location of the sensors). Possible algorithms and
calibration procedures have been reported in the literature [64,65,67].
Other types of electric field sensors are proposed in the literature,
e.g., radioactive probes and corona points [68], or electric field
whistles [69].

Table 1 Impact of choice of Q�
cr: case Qac � 0 (baseline)

Probability of attachment, %

Q�
cr , μC Nose Wing Vertical stabilizer Horizontal stabilizer

1 18 41 32 9
2 19 43 28 10
3 20 41 29 10
4 22 41 27 11
5 22 41 27 10
7 23 41 27 9
10 23 42 27 8
15 22 42 28 7
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B. Net Charge Modification Through Ion Emission

The modification of the net charge of the aircraft could potentially
be achieved by emission of charge of opposite polarity from the
aircraft surface [70].
Successful aircraft charging using ion emission has been achieved

before using high-voltage stinger probes producing coronas
[41,67,71]. In these references, an onboard high-voltage power
supply (of the order of 1–10 kV) is used, with the high-voltage
terminal connected to a cable that terminates in a point or brush that
produces a corona discharge exposed to the airstream. The low-
voltage terminal is connected to the airframe of which the potential is
to be controlled [41]. The currents emitted by each one of these
emitters are of the order of 10 μA but can be increased through the
geometry of the exposed electrode, the number and separation of the
filaments in the brush, or the level of voltage applied.
Regarding requirements on the ion emitters, the optimum net

charge levels for a Falcon aircraft were estimated in Sec. III.C.4 on
the order of 0.1–1 mC for a wide range of conditions (typically of
negative polarity). A typical airliner flies about 250 m in 1 s, and this
may be of the order of the motion required to enter the area of
influence of a cloud charge center. If a 1 s charge-evacuation time is

assumed, the current required is 100–1000 μA. Moreover, if the
potential bias for emission is ∼10 kV (for a corona emitter), the
required power is of the order of 1–10 W.
In addition, it is well known that electric fields in thunderclouds

can change abruptly due to lightning discharges. Intracloud and
cloud-to-ground discharges are known to sometimes initiate upward
positive leaders from ground objects [26]. Therefore, these abrupt
electric field changes are also expected to initiate leaders from
aircraft. It will need to be determined whether this additional source
of lightning can bemitigated using the charge control system; i.e., the
most probable limitations will be related to limitations in the charge-
evacuation times and the speed of the track-and-respond system, and
this might decrease the percentage of lightning strikes that are
avoided using charge control.
Appendix B uses the ellipsoidal model of a fuselage, described in

Sec. II and Appendix A, to illustrate the feasibility of artificial
charging using ion emission. In particular, ions emitted from the
aircraft are affected by the wind and the electric field, so the ion
emitters need to be located to favor evacuation of the ions and ensure
that they do not return attracted by the oppositely charged regions of
the aircraft.
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Fig. 6 Breakdown ambient field for baseline and optimum charging, gain of the charge control strategy (E
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∞ ∕EQ�0

∞ ), and optimum charge for limiting
condition as a function of the critical corona charge Q�

cr. Equiprobability of ambient field orientation has been assumed. Negative level satisfies
Q−

cr∕Q�
cr � 4.
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In general, tominimize the probability of ion return upon emission,
positive ions must be emitted from the positive side of the aircraft;
whereas negative ion emission needs to occur from the negative end.
An important observation from the model in Appendix B is that, as
the aircraft is biased toward the optimum charge condition (e.g.,
negative), the region from which (positive) ions can be emitted
becomes smaller. Thus, the ion emitters should be placed in locations
where the amplification of the field, and thus the surface charge, is
maximized, which corresponds to regions of small radius of
curvature.
In addition, ion trajectories will be affected by the wind parameter

�U � U∞∕μiE∞, which measures the relative contribution of the
wind U∞ and the electric drift μiE∞ (with μi the ion mobility).
As shown in Appendix B, in most cases, the ion trajectories will be

dominated by the wind. This situation presents an additional
limitation to the strategy: if the wind opposes and is larger than the
electric drift, ion emission will be very difficult; e.g., positive ion
emission might be hampered when flying into negative areas. In
general, ion emission will be facilitated from the downstream
extremities of the aircraft body, through a combination of flow and
smaller radius of curvature effects. For the example presented in
Fig. B1, the point of emission should be the tail cone.
Note that, in view of the strong wind influence, future work should

investigate the effect of wakes and boundary layers on ion evacuation.
All in all, ion emitters should be preferentially placed at the

downstream extremities of the aircraft, as shown in Fig. 8: large

antenna blades, trailing edges of wing tips, trailing edges of vertical
and horizontal stabilizer tips, and the tail cone. The electrical
repulsion forces combined with the sweeping of the airflow will
reduce the possibility of ion return to the aircraft and thus facilitate the
ion evacuation process.

C. Controller

The charge control system requires an onboard controller that uses
the information provided by the sensors to command the actuators.
From the inferred instantaneous external field and aircraft net charge
(Sec. IV.A), the likelihood of positive and negative leader inception
from corresponding select aircraft surfaces will need to be
determined. From this information, the optimum net charge of the
aircraft required to keep equal safety margins for the positive and
negative discharges, thereby reducing the likelihood of a lightning
strike, can be estimated. Corresponding actuators, as described in
Sec. IV.B, will need to be activated to force this optimum charge
condition.
For an example, suppose that the onboard algorithms indicate that

there is an X% safety margin for the positive discharge (i.e., an
increase of X% in the ambient field would trigger a positive leader
from the positive end of the aircraft) and a 3X% safety margin for the
negative discharge (i.e., an increase of 3X% in the ambient field
would trigger a negative leader from the negative end of the aircraft).
In this situation, the controller would command the activation of
positive charge emission until the onboard algorithms indicate equal
safety margins Y% for both the positive and negative leaders.
Necessarily, Y is greater than X and smaller than 3X, due to the
asymmetry of the leaders, thus reducing the likelihood of a lightning
strike.
Note that this strategy relies on a continuous monitoring and

actuation during flight (at a certain sampling rate) in order to account
and compensate for 1) the inherent charging and discharging of the
aircraft via its engine exhaust, onset of corona discharge, or from
flying in and out of precipitation, and 2) gradual variations in the
ambient field, due to the aircraft’s motion, as well as rapid ambient
field changes because of natural lightning, to the extent the control
system is able to track and respond to these sources of variation.
Ultimately, the deployment of electric field sensors on aircraft

(Sec. IV.A) could also be beneficial to assess the environmental
conditions for aircraft-triggered lightning to occur (namely, ambient
electric fields and aircraft net charge as well as correlation to
flight altitude, weather, etc.). In addition, the strategy could be
complemented by using the estimation of the ambient field and net
charge of the aircraft to avoid dangerous conditions (i.e., ambient
fields above certain thresholds, which would be a function of the
accumulated net charge, e.g., ∼30 kV∕m) to the extent the aircraft
can maneuver.

V. Conclusions

Lightning strikes to aircraft are a fairly common risk that costs
aircraft manufacturers millions of dollars annually. According to
estimates from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion, lightning is responsible for around $2 billion annually in
commercial airline operating costs and passenger delays, to which
repair costs need to be added. Currently, the only risk-reduction
measure available is based on rerouting aircraft trajectories, as
informed by the weather radar and communications with ground and
between pilots. This Paper has proposed an active measure to reduce
the risk of an aircraft-initiated lightning strike based on the known
asymmetry between positive and negative leader inception.
This charge control strategy is worth investigating in more detail

since our estimates indicate that the aircraft would be able to fly safely
through ambient fields that are around 50% higher than those of the
uncharged baseline. A simple analyticalmodel of a fuselagewas used
to explain the concept, and numerical simulation demonstrated that
similar conclusions apply to a realistic aircraft geometry. Even
though the effectiveness of the strategy is very promising, actual
implementation will require a significant improvement in the
prediction of the positive and negative leader inception.

Fig. 7 Gain of the charge control strategy E
Qopt
∞ ∕EQ�0

∞ as a function of
the degree of asymmetry Q−

cr∕Q�
cr. Equiprobability of ambient field

orientation has been assumed. Critical positive corona charge is kept at
Q�

cr � 1 μC.

Fig. 8 Schematic of the envisioned implementation of a charge control
strategy for airplane-triggered lightning strike risk reduction. Ion
emitters are marked by circles, and electric field sensors are marked by
rectangles, with the arrows indicating their orientation.
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Future work will need to confirm this Paper’s hypothesis
experimentally, by demonstrating that higher external fields are
required to initiate lightning from a floating object when it is
optimally charged as compared to uncharged. These experimentswill
also help clarify whether the theoretically estimated 50% increase in
the electric field in which an aircraft could fly without initiating
lightning is realistic given the assumptions and uncertainties in the
calculations. In addition, experiments of aircraft charge control using
ion emission are underway.Moreover, implementation of the strategy
can benefit from theoretical advances in leader inception prediction.

Appendix A: Prestrike Electrostatics of
Ellipsoidal Fuselage

Let us consider a prolate spheroid, which represents a conductive
aircraft fuselage, in the presence of an external field. The external
field can take any orientation, and the ellipsoid can acquire a net
charge. The coordinates suitable to analyze this problem are
axisymmetric prolate spheroidal coordinates (ξ, η, φ) related to the
cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) by

x

c
�

���������������������������������
�ξ2 − 1��1 − η2�

q
cosφ (A1)

y

c
�

���������������������������������
�ξ2 − 1��1 − η2�

q
sinφ (A2)

z

c
� ξη (A3)

where ξ ∈ �1;∞�, η ∈ �−1; 1�, and φ ∈ �0; 2π�. The coordinates are
shown in Fig. A1, in which R is the cylindrical radius,

R �
����������������
x2 � y2

p
. Surfaces of constant ξ are ellipsoids of revolution

with focal distance c and semi-axes:

a � cξ; b � c
�������������
ξ2 − 1

p
(A4)

In these coordinates, the fuselage can be described by the
parameter ξ0, or alternatively the aspect ratio λ � a∕b, given
by Eq. (1).
The electrostatic solution, before a lightning strike, can be obtained

by solving Laplace’s equation for the electrostatic potential ϕ,

1

c2�ξ2 − η2�
�
∂
∂ξ

�
�ξ2 − 1� ∂ϕ

∂ξ

	
� ∂

∂η

�
�1 − η2� ∂ϕ

∂η

	


� 1

c2�ξ2 − 1��1 − η2�
∂2ϕ
∂φ2

� 0 (A5)

provided adequate boundary conditions are given.
As posed, the problem has an analytical solution, which can be

obtained by superposition of the separate effects of a net charge Q
(and no external field) and the separate components of an external
electric fieldE∞ of arbitrary orientation (for an unchargedbody). The
solution toEq. (A5) of the separate effects is summarized inTableA1,
for any (ξ, η, φ) outside the ellipsoid. A parallel external field Ez;∞
refers to a field aligned with the axis of revolution of the ellipsoid.
A transverse external field refers to a field orthogonal to the axis of
revolution of the ellipsoid, taken along the x direction.
On the body surface (ξ � ξ0), Eξ is the normal field En, and the

other components are zero since the ellipsoid is conductive. Table A2
summarizes the normal fields on the ellipsoid En.
As an example, for a parallel field and for large ξ0 (λ ≈ 1, sphere),

the maximum surface field can be obtained from the equation in
Table A2: En ≈ 3Ez;∞, recovering the known amplification factor of
3 for a sphere.
For a transverse field, themaximumamplification nowhappens for

φ � 0 and η � 0, and for large ξ0, the solution for a sphere is again
recovered: Emax∕Ex;∞ ≈ 3. At the opposite limit of a slender body
(ξ0 near unity), the limit is Emax∕Ex;∞ ≈ 2, corresponding to a
cylinder in a cross-field.
For the general case of a charged ellipsoid in an external field of

arbitrary orientation, the potential and the field components due to
both distant fields and net charge are simply the sum of those due to
each alone, Eqs. (2) and (3).
The body potential ϕ0 only depends on the geometry and the net

charge condition (C is the self-capacitance of the ellipsoid):

ϕ0 � C−1Q �
�

1

4πε0c
ln

��������������
ξ0 � 1

ξ0 − 1

s �
Q (A6)

Appendix B: Ion Flow About Charged Conductive
Ellipsoid in Presence of Wind

The effect on the ion trajectories of a relativewind alignedwith the
axis of revolution of an ellipsoid can be evaluated analytically,
provided one neglects the shielding effect of the space charge due to
the ions themselves. Since the wind typically dominates over the
field-induced drift, this assumption may introduce only small errors.
Let U∞ be the magnitude of the wind far from the body, and assume
its direction is along z. Neglecting viscous effects and assuming
subsonic flow, the flow around the body is ideal and can be derived
from a harmonic potential. More useful for us is the corresponding
stream function ΨU:

ΨU � −
1

2
U∞c

2�ξ2 − 1��1 − η2�

×
�

ξ∕�ξ2 − 1� − ln
���������������������������������ξ� 1�∕�ξ − 1�p

ξ0∕�ξ20 − 1� − ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p − 1

�
(B1)

For ξ � ξ0, ΨU � 0, and far from the body,
ΨU → −�1∕2�U∞c

2R2, as it should. In terms of ΨU, the local air
velocity components are given by

�vξ; vη; vφ� �
�
−

1

Rhη

∂ΨU

∂η
;
1

Rhξ

∂ΨU

∂ξ
; 0

�
(B2)

where h are the shape factors.Fig. A1 Prolate spheroidal coordinates.
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After some algebra, they become

vξ � −U∞

���������������
ξ2 − 1

ξ2 − η2

s
η

�
ξ∕�ξ2 − 1� − ln

���������������������������������ξ� 1�∕�ξ − 1�p
ξ0∕�ξ20 − 1� − ln

��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p − 1

�
(B3)

vη � −U∞

���������������
1 − η2

ξ2 − η2

s
ξ

�
ξ∕�ξ2 − 1� − ln

���������������������������������ξ� 1�∕�ξ − 1�p
ξ0∕�ξ20 − 1� − ln

��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p − 1

�

� U∞

ξ2 − 1

���������������
1 − η2

ξ2 − η2

s
1

ξ0∕�ξ20 − 1� − ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p (B4)

The contribution of the electric drift, for an ion of which the
mobility is μi and its charge is q, is

vi � sign�q�μiE (B5)

When the electric field is along z, the problem has axial symmetry
about z, and a stream function Ψ then can be defined also for the
contribution of the electric field:

sign�q�μiEξ � −
1

Rhη

∂ΨE

∂η
(B6)

sign�q�μiEη �
1

Rhξ

∂ΨE

∂ξ
(B7)

The function ΨE is constant along the field lines (lines tangent to
the field). Since the field components are already known, ΨE can be
calculated easily. We find for the part due to the charge

ΨQ � sign�q�μi
Qac

4πε0
�1 − η� (B8)

and for the part due to the axial field

ΨEz;∞
� sign�q�μiEz;∞c

2
1 − η2

2
�ξ2 − 1�

×
�
1� ξ0

ξ0 ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p

− 1

�
ξ

ξ2 − 1
− ln

������������
ξ� 1

ξ − 1

s �	
(B9)

The effects of charge, axial field, and wind can now be combined.
We define the charge and wind parameters, respectively,

�Q � Qac

4πε0c
2E∞

; �U � U∞

μiE∞
(B10)

and obtain the combined nondimensional flow stream function:

Table A1 Prestrike electrostatics of an ellipsoid of revolution (outside volume solution)

Potential, field Net body charge Q Parallel electric field Ez;∞ Transverse electric field Ex;∞

ϕ
Q

4πε0c
ln

��������������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

s
−cEz;∞η

0
B@ξ−ξ0

ξln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
−1

ξ0 ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
−1

1
CA −Ex;∞c

�������������������������������
�ξ2−1��1−η2�

q
cosφ

⋅

0
B@1−

ln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
− ξ

�ξ2−1�

ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− ξ0

�ξ2
0
−1�

1
CA

Eξ Q∕�4πε0c2���������������������������������
�ξ2−η2��ξ2−1�

p Ez;∞η

�����������������
�ξ2−1�
�ξ2−η2�

s

⋅

0
B@1−

ξ0

ξ0 ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
−1

0
@ln

��������������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

s
−

ξ

�ξ2−1�

1
A
1
CA

Ex;∞ξ

�����������������
�1−η2�
�ξ2−η2�

s
cosφ ⋅

0
B@1−

ln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
− �ξ−2∕ξ�

�ξ2−1�

ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− ξ0

�ξ2
0
−1�

1
CA

Eη 0

Ez;∞

�����������������
�1−η2�
�ξ2−η2�

s 0
B@ξ−ξ0

ξln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
−1

ξ0 ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
−1

1
CA −Ex;∞η

�����������������
�ξ2−1�
�ξ2−η2�

s
cosφ ⋅

0
B@1−

ln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
− ξ

�ξ2−1�

ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− ξ0

�ξ2
0
−1�

1
CA

Eφ 0 0

−Ex;∞ sinφ

0
B@1−

ln
����������
�ξ�1�
�ξ−1�

q
− ξ

�ξ2−1�

ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− ξ0

�ξ2
0
−1�

1
CA

Table A2 Normal field En on ellipsoid’s surface (ξ � ξ0)

Net body charge Q Parallel electric field Ez;∞ Transverse electric field Ex;∞

Q∕�4πε0c2������������������������������������
�ξ20 − η2��ξ20 − 1�

p Ez;∞
η�����������������������������������

�ξ20 − η2��ξ20 − 1�
p 1

ξ0 ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− 1

−2Ex;∞

���������������
1 − η2

ξ20 − η2

s
cosφ

×
1

�ξ20 − 1� ln
�����������
�ξ0�1�
�ξ0−1�

q
− ξ0
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�Ψ�−
1

2
�U�ξ2−1��1−η2�

�
ξ∕�ξ2−1�− ln

��������������������������������ξ�1�∕�ξ−1�p
ξ0∕�ξ20−1�− ln

������������������������������������ξ0�1�∕�ξ0−1�p −1

	

� sign�q� �Q�1−η�� sign�q�1−η2

2
�ξ2−1�

×
�
1� ξ0

ξ0 ln
������������������������������������ξ0�1�∕�ξ0−1�p

−1

�
ξ

ξ2−1
− ln

�����������
ξ�1

ξ−1

s �	
(B11)

From this combined stream function, the ion trajectories coincide
with the iso- �Ψ lines.
A positive ion needs to be launched from the positive end of the

fuselage: σ�ξ0; η0;φ0� > 0 (σ is the surface charge). From Table A2,
the surface charge on the ellipsoid is given by

σ

ε0E∞
� En

E∞

� 1�����������������������������������
�ξ20 − η2��ξ20 − 1�

p �
η

ξ0 ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p

− 1
� �Q

�
(B12)

So, ion emission needs to start from

η0 > − �Q

�
ξ0 ln

��������������
ξ0 � 1

ξ0 − 1

s
− 1

�
(B13)

The trajectory the positive ion will follow upon emission is given
by the implicit equation

�Ψ0 � �Ψ�ξ0; η0;φ0� � A�ξ; ξ0; �U��1 − η2� � �Q�1 − η� (B14)

with

A�ξ; ξ0; �U� � B�ξ; ξ0; �U� � C�ξ; ξ0� (B15)

B�ξ;ξ0; �U��−
1

2
�U�ξ2−1�

�
ξ∕�ξ2−1�− ln

�������������������������������ξ�1�∕�ξ−1�p
ξ0∕�ξ20−1�− ln

�����������������������������������ξ0�1�∕�ξ0−1�p −1

�
(B16)

C�ξ; ξ0� �
1

2
�ξ2 − 1�

×
�
1� ξ0

ξ0 ln
��������������������������������������ξ0 � 1�∕�ξ0 − 1�p

− 1

�
ξ

ξ2 − 1
− ln

������������
ξ� 1

ξ − 1

s �	
(B17)

which can be rearranged to obtain η explicitly from ξ:

η�ξ; ξ0; �U; �Q;Ψ0� �
− �Q�

����������������������������������������������
�Q2 − 4A�Ψ0 − �Q − A�

p
2A

(B18)

For an example, let us consider an ellipsoid with aspect ratio λ � 7
and c � 17.5 m, representative of the Falcon geometry used in
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Fig. B1 Iso-Ψ lines, parallel field and wind. (Top) no wind �U � 0; (bottom) dominant wind �U � 92. (Left) �Q � 0; (right) �Q � −0.24 (optimum). The
trajectories followed by positive ions, launched from select points on the surface, are marked in red.
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Sec. III. In the absence of a net body charge, themaximum field on its
surface is Emax ≈ 30E∞ [Eq. (10)]. Taking the positive breakdown
threshold as the stability field of the positive corona
E�
cr ≈ 450 kV∕m, an external field of the order of E∞ ≈ 15 kV∕m

will suffice to initiate a positive leader. By using the charge control
strategy, the ellipsoid can overcome this limit and fly through regions
for which the external field is up to 50% higher. For example, for an
external field of E∞ � 19.5 kV∕m, the aircraft can still fly safely if
its charge is given by Eq. (9), �Qopt � Qopt∕4πε0c2E∞ � −0.24, or
recovering units Qopt � −160 μC. For this charge condition, the
safety margins for the positive and negative discharges are equal:
E�
cr − Emax � E−

cr − �−Emin� ≈ 5.8E∞ ∼ 115 kV∕m, and leaders
will not be incepted.
In this situation, the terminal electric drift, far from the fuselage, is

μiE∞ � 2.73 m∕s (μi � 1.4 cm2∕V∕s at atmospheric conditions).
This speed is much lower than the magnitude of the wind
U∞ ≈ 250 m∕s, so the wind will dominate the ion trajectories:
�U ≈ 92.
Figure B1 shows the iso-Ψ lines in this situation, which

coincide with the trajectories positive ions would follow. The
surface of the ellipsoid that is positively charged is marked in red
(region from which positive ions can be launched). The surface of
the ellipsoid that is negatively charged is marked in black. In the
absence of a wind, the ion trajectories coincide with the electric
field lines. It can be appreciated that, as positive charge is emitted
from the body and the fuselage is biased toward more negative
values, the region from which positive ions can be emitted
becomes smaller.

For any other case, with no axial symmetry, the ion trajectories
need to be integrated numerically from the velocity vector field,

d

dt
�ξ; η;φ� �

�
vξ
hξ

;
vη
hη

;
vφ
hφ

�
(B19)

with initial conditions (ξ0, η0, φ0) that satisfy �σ∕ε0E∞� > 0
(positive ions).
For an example, in what follows, we evaluate the ion trajectories

from an ellipsoid in parallelwind and transverse field.Note that this is
a very conservative case since, forQac � 0, themaximum field on the
ellipsoid is only Emax ≈ 2.1E∞ and so a very large external field,
E∞ ≈ 215 kV∕m, will be required to initiate a positive leader. When
using charge control, this field can further be increased; e.g., for an
external field of 250 kV∕m, the optimum charge condition
[evaluated numerically from Eq. (8)] is �Qopt � −0.058. In this case,
the wind parameter becomes �U ≈ 7.
The ion trajectories from the positive end are shown in Fig. B2, for

the initial uncharged condition and the moment when the optimum
level is reached. The surface of the ellipsoid that is positively charged
is marked in red (region from which positive ions can be launched).
The surface of the ellipsoid that is negatively charged is marked in
black. As before, the region fromwhere positive ions can be launched
is reduced as the fuselage is charged negatively, so ion emitters
should be placed at the regions where the radius of curvature is
smaller. In this case, both the contribution of thewind and the electric
drift are comparable, and both contribute to the evacuation of the ions
away from the surface.
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Fig. B2 Positive ion trajectories in transverse field and parallel wind. (Top) no wind �U � 0; (bottom) parallel wind �U � 7. (Left) �Q � 0; (right)
�Q � −0.058 (optimum). The trajectories followed by positive ions, launched from select points on the surface, are marked in red.
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